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The U.S. Marshals Service said a law enforcement team had hunted down
Kenneth John Freeman -- the man the director of the Marshals Service
called the "king of the child exploitation suspects," tracking him to Hong
Kong where he was arrested Monday.

"Once in a while, there comes along somebody who is just beyond
description," U.S. Marshals Director John Clark told ABC News.

Authorities charge that Freeman raped his daughter over a two-year
period, starting when she was 10 years old. He videotaped the scenes and
posted them online in what, they said, became "one of the most widely
downloaded child pornography videos" in recent history, seen by millions.

"Certainly, there are sexual predators out there; there are individuals who
exploit children," said Clark. "But this guy seemed to rise above all of
them."

The U.S. Marshals and Immigration and Customs Enforcement gave the
case top priority, placing Freeman on their respective "Most Wanted"
lists.

"We are rejoicing today," the stepfather of victim Kylie Freeman said
Wednesday. "We're happy. An awful man, an evil man, has been
captured."

Victim Spoke Out, Helped Solve Case

Kylie Freeman, now a high school student, chose not to speak at the press
conference announcing the arrest, though she has become an advocate
against child sexual abuse.

In December 2006, she took her story to the airwaves,
appearing on "America's Most Wanted."

Her story helped authorities, in cooperation with the National Center for
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Missing and Exploited Children, put the pieces together
and zero in on Kenneth John Freeman.

Authorities arrested their suspect, a former deputy sheriff
from Benton County, Wash., in Hong Kong after a weeks'
long effort to pin him down -- a cooperative effort carried
out by the U.S. Marshals, Immigration and Customs
Enforcement, the State Department and Washington's
Benton County Sheriff's Department.

Freeman fled the United States in March of last year, on
the lam since he missed a court appearance that month.
Sources say he crossed the border into Canada, then flew
to China. Federal authorities determined he was living in
Suzhou, China, and might have been working for a U.S.-
based company.

With the assistance of the Chinese government, U.S. law
enforcement began tracking his movements, and identified an
opportunity to arrest him on a trip he took to Hong Kong to meet his
second wife, whom they also had under surveillance.

Freeman, a body builder, reportedly tried to escape arrest, injuring four
officers in the process.

Billion-Dollar Black Market Industry

Child porn has emerged as a multibillion dollar black market industry,
though "average people don't believe it," said Ernie Allen, president of the
National Center for Missing and Exploited Children.

"The reality is, with the advent of the Internet, the problem of child
pornography has exploded," said Allen. "There are more victims, the
victims are younger, there are millions of people who are consuming, who
are watching these images."

U.S. Marshals Director Clark noted that with technology's advances
comes the downside that children like Kylie Freeman can be victimized
repeatedly.

"Individuals like Mr. Freeman post pictures globally that are downloaded
hundreds of thousands of times. [This] means that this image of this
innocent child gets replicated and viewed over and over and over again,"
he said.
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stopchildabuse12
3:54 PM EST
Dec 14, 2008

for more information on recovered memories, like Kylie's

see:ritualabuse.us/research/memory-fms/recovered-memory-data/“Amnesia for

childhood sexual abuse is a condition. The existence of this condition is beyond

dispute. Repression is merely one explanation - often a confusing and misleading one

- for what causes the condition of amnesia. At least 10% of people sexually abused in

childhood will have periods of complete amnesia for their abuse, followed by

experiences of delayed recall.”"Research has consistently shown that false allegations

of child sexual abuse by children are rare.""Between 31 and 64 percent of abuse

survivors in six major studies reported that they forgot “some of the abuse.” Numbers

reporting severe amnesia ranged from under 12% to 59%….Studies report 50-75% of

abuse survivors corroborating the facts of their abuse through an outside source."

stopchildabuse12
3:50 PM EST
Dec 14, 2008

Child abuse and ritual abuse happen all over the world. See ritualabuse.us for more

information. This case was also on America's Most Wanted. from AMW:A Father's

Breach of Trust - For high school junior Kylie Freeman, it started out like a normal

evening at home with her mom and stepfather. But at the family watched the film

"Forrest Gump," something happened to one of the characters on the screen

suddenly triggered Kylie's memory of a horrible thing that had happened to her.
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That's when police say Kylie revealed to her family that her father, Kenneth John

Freeman, had raped her six years earlier.Investigators say they discovered that the

abuse had started when Kylie was then years old, around the time that Freeman was

divorcing his second wife, Kylie's stepmother. Cops say Freeman would show Kylie

pornography and molest her, then threatening her not to tell anyone. After Freeman's

divorce was finalized that year, the abuse didn't stop, In fact, police say it got a lot

worse....Police Find Evidence of Past Evils - Based on Kylie's account alone,

prosecutors felt they had enough information to file felony charges of child rape in

the first degree. Detectives would soon discover disgusting and damning pieces of

evidence against Freeman. As they examined Kylie's computer, forensic experts

uncovered graphic homemade pornography of Kenneth Freeman sexually abusing

Kylie -- computer files that police suspect were put there by Freeman himself. Cops

seemed to have all of the evidence they needed to put Freeman behind bars for a long

time. However, Freeman never showed up for his arraignment hearing in Kennewick,

Washington in March 2006. In fact, detectives found surveillance video of him four

hours away in Seattle leaving a parking garage on the day of his hearing. When

Freeman failed to appear, a warrant was issued for his arrest. The one-time federal

law enforcement officer and reserve sheriff's deputy became a fugitive.

nakedmoviestar
3:29 PM EDT
Sep 25, 2007

Child sex rape has been going on long before it got attention on the Internet. It is

such a horrific abuse, especially when done by a relative, that to survive the child

often represses the memory. When the victims began to come forward as they began

to remember late last century, it was decided that they were experiencing "false

memories" and everyone just ignored the problem or even persecuted the victims.

The Internet is exposing this horrific crime, it is not creating it. As a survivor I cheer

that now indisputable proof is available that the "False Memory Syndrome" group

was wrong. Child pornography is at least as old as the camera.
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